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Abstract
The Hamilton{Jacobi formalism generalized to 2{dimensional eld theories
according to Lepage's canonical framework is applied to several covariant real
scalar elds, e.g. massless and massive Klein{Gordon, Sine{Gordon, Liouville
and 
4
theories. For simplicity we use the Hamilton{Jacobi equation of De-
Donder and Weyl.
Unlike mechanics we have to impose certain integrability conditions on the ve-
locity elds to guarantee the transversality relations between Hamilton{Jacobi
wave fronts and the corresponding families of extremals embedded therein.
Backlund Transformations play a crucial role in solving the resulting system
of coupled nonlinear PDEs.
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Varying the relativistic invariant action integral leads to the still covariant Euler{Lagran-
ge formulation. However, in getting a canonical Hamiltonian description, one has to
break the manifest covariance by distinguishing a time variable and regarding the other
Minkowski variables as \indices" counting an innite number of degrees of freedom.
Treating eld theories as one parametric \mechanical" Lagrangian systems hides a part
of their rich geometrical structure.
If one would like to avoid this by handling all the Minkowski variables on the same foot-
ing following Cartan's framework of forms as applied by Lepage
4
[1] it turns out that a
variety of geometrically distinct Hamiltonian formulations [3] exists, but only in theories
which involve more than one real eld [1][4].
Nambu [5] and Hosotani [6] postulated a quantum theory for relativistic strings within
this covariant formalism generalizing semiclassical approximations . In \conventional"
semiclassical considerations, where probability currents associated with families of ex-
tremals are considered, transversality relations between solutions of the Hamilton{Jacobi
and the canonical equations play a crucial role. But in contrast to mechanics the ability
to embed extremals in a given family of wave fronts can be maintained in eld theo-
ries only if the corresponding slope functions (velocity elds) satisfy certain integrability
conditions (IC).
The simplest examples for such a Hamilton{Jacobi theory involves one dynamical eld
depending on two space{time (1+1) variables. In this case it is not necessary to distin-
guish the dierent canonical formulations mentioned above. We use the formalism of
DeDonder and Weyl for simplicity.
We consider the Hamilton{Jacobi equation and the related integrability condition for
several 2{dimensional free and selnteracting models, e.g. massless and massive Klein{
Gordon equations, Sine{Gordon, Liouville and 
4
theory. For the corresponding system
of partial dierential equations a family of solutions is constructed perturbatively in such
a way that a given single extremal of interest (e.g. a soliton like a (anti-) kink or a bell
solution) can be embedded in sets of wave fronts to be calculated from the Hamilton{
Jacobi equation (HJE) and the corresponding integrability condition. The expansion of
the wave fronts in powers of the eld variable leads to a hierarchy of nonlinear PDEs
that can be reduced to linear PDEs with nonconstant coecients. By applying Backlund
transformations they are reduced to wave or free Klein{Gordon equations. Remarkably,
after solving only two linear PDEs the general solution for every order of the hierarchy
is obtained by integration.
In this way one can construct a d = 1{parametric family of extremals from one single
solution of the canonical equations (strong embedding).
4
A reformulation of these ideas in the multisymplectic framework may be found e.g. in [2][3].
2
2 Lepage's Canonical Formulation of Mechanics
We very briey recall Lepage's main idea of introducing the canonical formalism in
mechanics for one conguration variable q. The general case is discussed in [1].
The initial canonical Lagrangian form ! = L(t; q; _q) dt is extended by the product of
a Lagrangian multiplier h(t; q; v) and the Pfaan form %= dq   v dt vanishing on the






(t))g. Thus the action integral
A[C] over the path C :=f(t; q(t))g in the extended conguration space M
1+1
:= f(t; q)g
is modied A[C] !
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[L(t; q; v) dt+ h(t; q; v) %] :
The Lagrangian multiplier h(t; q; v) is xed by the requirement that a Hamilton{Jacobi
theory exists. Hence 
 has to be locally exact: 
=dS(t; q) on every family of extremals
coveringM
1+1
=f(t; q)g (or a part of it). The resulting condition: d




L  h) dv ^ dt+ (dh  @
q





dv ^ dt+ 0 (modI[%]) (2.1)






 = Ldt+ p % = Ldt+ p (dq   v dt) =  (pv   L)dt+ pdq =  H dt+ pdq : (2.2)
Thus the Legendre transformation L ! H, v ! p can be implemented as a change of




), %! dq, dt! dt.
The existence of a potential S(t; q) for the basic dierential form 
 yields the familiar
Hamilton{Jacobi equation for S(t; q) and the corresponding condition for the momentum:

 =  H (t; q; p =  (t; q)) dt+  (t; q) dq
!
= dS(t; q) = @
t
S(t; q) dt+ @
q
S(t; q) dq : (2.3)
Comparison of the coeecients yields:
@
t
S(t; q) +H (t; q; p =  (t; q)) = 0 ; p =  (t; q) = @
q
S(t; q) : (2.4)
3 A Canonical Theory for Fields with one Compo-
nent
We consider the Lagrangian L as a function of one real scalar eld ' (depending on
the variables z=(x+t)=2; z=(x t)=2) and the quantities v; v which on the extremals










As to the variational principle it is preferable to consider the generalised velocity v as an independent
variable. The vanishing of the dierential form % ensures the identication of v(t) with _q
0
(t) on the
extremals. % generates an ideal I[%] in the algebra  of forms on the extended conguration space
M
1+1
:= f(t; q)g: 8 2  8 2 I[%] :  ^  2 I[%].
3
As in mechanics the canonical 2{form ! = Ldz ^ dz is extended by two Lagrangian
parameters h(z; z; '),






 = Ldz ^ dz +

hdz ^ %+ h % ^ dz : (3.1)
The condition d
 2 I[%] | resulting from the requirement that a Hamilton{Jacobi








h)dv ^ dz ^ dz + 0 (modI[%])
!
= 0 (modI[%]) :








L. As before the Legendre
transformation L ! H, v ! h, v !








), %! d', dz ! dz, dz ! dz:

 =  H dz ^ dz+

hdz ^d'+ hd'^ dz ; p := h ; p :=

h and H = pv+ pv L : (3.2)
The choice of the Hamilton{Jacobi potentials S,

S for making 
 exact is no longer




S(z; z; ') dz  

S(z; z; ') dz
o
= dS ^ dz   d

S ^ dz : (3.3)
Comparing this expression with equation (3.2) we obtain the Hamilton{Jacobi equation






S =  H ; @
'
S = p ; @
'

S = p : (3.4)
In mechanics it is possible to construct wave fronts for 1{parametric families of extremals
q
0
(t) that cover a certain region of the conguration space [1] and vice versa. Given a
solution of the Hamilton{Jacobi equation (HJE), the so{called \slope function"





determine the corresponding extremals q
0
(t) from the dierential equation _q(t) =
(t; q(t)) the 1{parametric solution of which exists at least locally.
In general this is not true for eld theories; the ability to embed extremals '
0
(z; z) in a
given wave front can be maintained only if the slope functions v=('; z; z), v=

('; z; z)
obtained from the inverse Legendre transformation
v = v(p = @
'
S; p = @
'

S; z; z; ') ; v = v(p = @
'
S; p = @
'

S; z; z; ') (3.6)
satisfy the integrability condition
d
dz










(z; z; '(z; z)) := @
z












4 Hamilton{Jacobi theory for one real eld





V ('). The potential V (') is an analytic function. Here we have the canonical momenta


















S + V (') (4.1)























Knowing solutions S and

S of the equations (4.1) and (4.2) a family of embedded ex-















S(z; z; ' = ~'): (4.3)
A solution is obtained by expanding S(z; z; ') and

S(z; z; ') in powers of the dierence
y='  '
0
between ' and a known extremal '
0
(z; z):








































































Thus one of them can be chosen arbitrarily.









permits to reduce these two functions at least locally





























(z; z) = 0 : (4.5)
Though its coecient is nonconstant the general solution of this PDE can be obtained
by employing Backlund transformations.
The 1{parametric family of extremals in the vicinity (y = Y ,   1) of the original
extremal '
0





(z; z) + c
0
(z; z) : (4.6)
The result is equivalent to that obtained by a second variation of the action with respect
to ', where  parametrizes a family of extremals.






are determined by the n{th order of the HJE and the











































satisfy the rst order of the HJE and the zeroth order of the IC.
8
For details see [9] and [12].
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(z; z) = Inhomogeneity (4.8)

































and the requirement that
^


































   ) : (4.10)



























= 0 : (4.11)
Knowing  and
^
 we can calculate  by integrating the linear BTs (4.10).
5 Applications
The Hamilton{Jacobi theory for a free scalar eld leads to the wave or the Klein{Gordon
equation (4.5) without need of implementing a Backlund transformation (BT). Therefore
we address to the more interesting case of selnteracting elds. For more details of the
following results see [9] and [12].




'+ 4 exp(') and using an
arbitrary solution of the corresponding equation of motion for which the general

































(s; s) = 0 (5.2)
by using the transformation z ! s(z); z ! s(z) and one BT  =ln(s+s).




'+4[1 cos(')] and starting from the (anti-)
kink solution '
0





   f2 tanh
2
(z + z)  1g = 0 : (5.3)








. Then, using a Fourier transformation and integrating the linear BT we
obtain the general solution of (4.5).
6
 Contrary to the two models above the following ones can only be solved by at least



















In both cases soliton solutions are considered. We choose the (anti-) kink '
0
=























Both of them can be reduced to a free Klein{Gordon equation. The rst one by
the two successive BTs  
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